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Fall is my favorite season in
Los Angeles, watching the birds
change color and fall from the
trees.
David Letterman

Sarah Palin not
Running for
President
by Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

According to multiple sources, Sarah Palin, the former
Governor of Alaska, will not
be running in the next presidential election cycle.
“OH
THE
HUMANITY!!!”
screams one lone Palin supporter located somewhere
near Cadwell, Georgia. “SHE
WAS THE ONE.”
Upon first news of the reports one could see a visible
change in Michelle Bachmann.
“It was like a weight had been
lifted off her shoulders” reported a source close to
Bachmann. “I’ve never seen
her act this way before, so
ready to go out and lie to the
American people about their
taxes and social programs.
She is going to do great things
for this country!”
At first, the news of Sarah
Palin’s decision was withheld
from the country. It was later
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like hitting a bird!

This One is for You, Fartface
By So I Hear You Like Lowbrow Humor

DICKLAND, MI – It was discovered recently in the small down of Dickland that
the “Suckiest suckface that ever did suck”
has been living among the locals for the
last four years. Researchers at the Dickland Institute of Knowledge (DIK) published a report earlier this week that the
town’s irreverent and
satirical magazine, the
Daily Pull, is being run
by a complete nincompoop.

land WANGs hauled off the idiot to the
DIK to probe further into this issue.

It turns out that the editor, whose gender
remains unidentifiable due to it refusing
to take its pants off for strangers, had
been driven to insanity
by scathing comments
from an extremist
group in Dickland. The
Comrades
Opposing Courtesy, COC for
short, began sending
vehement hate mail to
“It’s just amazing to
the Daily Pull. “YOU’RE
us how stupid the
NOT FUCKING FUNNY,”
Daily Pull editor is!”
they cried. “Stop trycried one of the DIK
ing to do actual satresearchers in nonire! WHAT HAPPENED
scientific terms. “It’s
TO THE LOW BROW
incredible to us how
HUMOR AND DICK
much this Dicklander It’s funny because it looks JOKES? FUCK YOU,
can really just… suck.” like a penis. Hehe. It’s a joke. YOU SUCK, LOLOLOL I
LIKE MEMES.”
A special task force, the Warriors Against
Nimrod Grammarians (WANGs) was sent After several weeks of uninterrupted
in to the editor-in-question’s house last torment, the editor finally went utterly
Wednesday to apprehend him/her/it. mad, screaming and flinging dildoes at
Upon arrest, the dipshit reportedly stam- every passerby, and let the paper fall
mered, “But how-why I am arrested for into chaos. “What will Dickland do withbeing, for, why? I good job editor, yes, out its Daily Pull?!” the editor wondered.
words and cat funny. Mmm these pants “Without a Daily Pull, the Dicklanders will
feel warm…” Just as the stench of urine have no release for all their pent-up satire
began to permeate the house, the Dick...see COCK JOKE on back

Is it getting hot in here? Should I take off all
my clothes? Text Y/N to 801-200-3377

The Steaming Pile

Straight from You-Know-Where!

ADVERTISING SLOGANS FOR DE-LUBRICATING CONDOMS
Now comes in sandpaper-textured
Sham-OW
Available in 60, 80, and 200-grit!
Was that my wife or the sheet?
Now doubles as a tampon!
Now comes in mega-abrasive!
For when you DON’T want her wet!
For his and her displeasure!
For when you really want to light the
fire in her pants!
Try our new diamond-deluxe edition!
Please consult your physician before
use. PLEASE.
This is how you make a pearl.
How to ensure that slut will NEVER
touch you again!
Grind the STDs out!
Polish it smooth!
Buff the cracks out of it!
It ruins you for all the other cats!
Now it’s time for some real interCOARSE.
It’ll really grind your bones!
Now in Mojave, Sahara, or Gobi

flavors!
Rough-rider-approved.
So good, they’re illegal in three
states!
The Four-Loco of condoms.
More effective than a sandbag levy!
And doubles as a colon depolyper!
Exfoliates where it counts!
Look up to 20 years younger!
For those who like a challenge!
CHALLENGE ACCEPTED.
Turn her rainforest into a desert!
Make her a screamer every time!
More like AstroGRIND!
The real cause of the Texan drought
Scrapes of Wrath
The movie Dune, for YOUR sand
worm.
For your dry romance!
She’ll scream your name alright. That
and STOP!
Won’t leave a mess! Or anything else
for that matter!
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

10% Student Discount
Everyday On Every Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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When asked why she turned down the chance
to run, Palin had only this to say “It kind of sounds
like a lot of work. Is there any way I could try it out
like I did with the governorship of Alaska?”

We Didn’t Start The Fire
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Brought to you by - Liz Fujita.
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realized that the media didn’t want the would have been millionaires.”
public to know. Reported one News
Corp. insider “I mean we had a good When asked why “overweight, white, middle
thing going. Sarah would say something aged viewership” increases when Sarah Palin is
crazy and
on air Roger
then
we
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would covof Fox News
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Channel said
still does
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and funny thoughts. If we let the COCs
take over, we’ll be nothing but a bunch
of illiterate /b/tards!” That was the last
coherent thought to ever escape the
leader’s mouth, which has since been
filled with nothing but babble and barf
and poop and whatever else you think
should go in there.
One member of the COC noted, “We’re

really proud of the WANGs for taking
in that fucking stupid tosser. I bet that
derpy editor had tons of free time and
didn’t even try to run the place. In fact,
I bet the writers were all perfect and
never did anything wrong, and everything that went wrong at that damned
Daily Pull was completely, 100%, unfailingly the editor’s fault. Good riddance!”

The editor remains in custody, to the
relief of many whiny assholes in the
greater Dickland area. Rumors are circulating that without that moron’s leadership, the Daily Pull is falling into total disrepair, but anti-Pull advocates insist that
discord and disunity are better than
high-brow satire. “I’d rather have no entertainment in my life than read an occasional coherent thought,” exclaimed

the biggest COC of all.
The editor is not slated for release anytime soon, but it has put in a plea to
the People Emancipating Nitwits from
Incorrect Sentencing (PENIS) to represent it in the Judicial Interests Zone (JIZ)
during trial.
TL:DR version – See, I can make stupid jokes,
too. Assholes.

